Briefing to Portfolio Committee on Sports,
Arts and Culture
13 November 2020
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Reputation promise
The Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) has a constitutional
mandate and, as the supreme audit institution (SAI) of South Africa,
exists to strengthen our country’s democracy by enabling oversight,
accountability and governance in the public sector through auditing,
thereby building public confidence.
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Role of the AGSA in the reporting process
Our role as the AGSA is to reflect on the audit work performed to assist the
portfolio committee in its oversight role of assessing the performance of the
entities.
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The 2019-20 audit outcomes
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Our annual audit examines three areas
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The AGSA expresses the following different audit opinions
Unqualified opinion
with no findings
(clean audit)

Auditee:
•

produced credible and
reliable financial
statements that are free
of material
misstatements

•

reported in a useful and
reliable manner on
performance as
measured against
predetermined
objectives in the annual
performance plan (APP)

•

complied with key
legislation in conducting
their day-to-day
operations to achieve
their mandate

Financially unqualified
opinion with findings

Auditee produced
financial statements
without material
misstatements or could
correct the material
misstatements, but
struggled in one or more
area to:
•

align performance reports
to the predetermined
objectives they committed
to in APPs

•

set clear performance
indicators and targets to
measure their
performance against their
predetermined objectives

•

report reliably on whether
they achieved their
performance targets

•

determine the legislation
that they should comply
with and implement the
required policies,
procedures and controls
to ensure compliance

Qualified opinion

Auditee:
•

had the same
challenges as those with
unqualified opinions
with findings but, in
addition, they could not
produce credible and
reliable financial
statements

•

had material
misstatements on
specific areas in their
financial statements,
which could not be
corrected before the
financial statements
were published.

Adverse opinion

Auditee:
•

had the same
challenges as those with
qualified opinions but, in
addition, they had so
many material
misstatements in their
financial statements that
we disagreed with
almost all the amounts
and disclosures in the
financial statements

Disclaimed opinion

Auditee:
•

had the same
challenges as those
with qualified opinions
but, in addition, they
could not provide us
with evidence for most
of the amounts and
disclosures reported in
the financial
statements, and we
were unable to
conclude or express an
opinion on the
credibility of their
financial statements
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Important to note
The percentages in this presentation are calculated based on the completed audits of
three auditees, unless indicated otherwise.
Audit outcomes are indicated as follows:

Unqualified
with no findings

Unqualified
with findings

Qualified
with findings

Adverse
with findings

Disclaimed
with findings

Outstanding
audits

Movement over the previous year is depicted as follows:

Abbreviations used for the portfolio:
SRSA - Sport and Recreation South Africa
BSA - Boxing South Africa
SAIDS - South African institute for Drug-free Sport
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ACCOUNTABILITY = PLAN + DO + CHECK + ACT

PLAN

DO

ACT

CHECK
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Audit outcomes of portfolio over five years
Movement
0
33%
SRSA
33%
SRSA

33%
SRSA

33%
SRSA

1 (SAIDS)

67%
SRSA
SAIDS

2 (SRSA
and BSA)
0

Outstanding
audits
67%
BSA
SAIDS

2019-20

67%

67%
BSA
SAIDS

67%
BSA
SAIDS

2017-18

2016-17

2015-16

33%
BSA

2018-19

Overall the Sport portfolio has regressed in the audit outcomes in comparison with the 2018/19:
- SAIDS regressed from a clean audit due to non-compliance findings on SCM.
- The department has maintained its clean audit outcome
- BSA received an unqualified audit outcome with findings on compliance with legislation.
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Credible financial reporting
Financial statements

Movement

2019-20

2018-19

Submission of financial statements by legislated
date (all auditees)

100%

100%

Financial statements submitted without errors

100%

67%

Quality of final submission after audit

100%

100%

• None of the three auditees received a qualified opinion or had to make material adjustments to the submitted
financial statements
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Credible performance reporting

Performance report
Movement

2019-20

2018-19

Performance report submitted with errors

100%

67%

Quality of final submission after audit

100%

67%

All three auditees achieved an unqualified opinion only because they corrected all misstatements identified during the audit.
None submitted a performance report without errors.

Accurate reporting of achievements
Measurability of performance indicators and
targets

100%

33% (BSA)

0%

33% (BSA)
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Disregard for compliance with legislation

Findings on compliance with
key legislation

33%
SRSA
67%
SRSA
SAIDS

Three non-compliance areas noted
•

Supply chain management- fair and competitive
process not followed (BSA & SAIDS)

•

Expenditure management- incurrence of irregular
expenditure not prevented (BSA)

•

Consequence management- documents with
regards to some investigations for irregular and
fruitless expenditure not provided nor evidence of
disciplinary steps taken (BSA)

67%
BSA
SAIDS
33%
BSA

2019-20
With no findings

2018-19
With findings
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Financial and
performance
management

Leadership

Status of internal control

HR Management

SRSA

Proper record keeping

SRSA

Processing and
reconciling controls

SRSA

Governance

Regular reporting

SRSA

Risk management

Good

SRSA

Of concern

Intervention required
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Assurance provided
Assurance

First
level

Senior
management

SRSA

Accounting
officer

SRSA

Executive
authority

SRSA

Second
level

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Internal
audit unit

SRSA

SRSA

Audit
committee

Provides
assurance

Provides some
assurance

Provides limited/
no assurance

Not
established
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Financial health and financial management
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Financial health
SRSA, SAIDS and BSA had favourable financial health assessments in 2019-20. BSA financial
health overall has significantly improved from 2018-19. There is however a concern due to
the following:

Revenue management

Cash management

• Collection of debt – inability to collect monies owed for tournaments
sanctioned and the resultant impairment of receivables due to amount owed
being irrecoverable remains a challenge for the entity.
• Interventions to collect from promoters are still not adequate resulting in
significant receivables balances being impaired.
• On the positive, revenue has increased. The entity secured sponsorship from the
provincial department and continues to seek other sponsorships from funders.

•Positive cash flows – the annual grant from the department to BSA and a sponsorship
receipt was sufficient in the current year to cover operational expenditure. However
continued additional financial support from the department is still required to ensure
expenditure is covered.
•Cash balance – mainly consists of the deposits and the investment to cover boxer’s
injuries, which are not available for use in operations. However in the current year the
cash balance after taking into account investment cover, remained slightly positive.

Of concern

Intervention required
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Fruitless and wasteful expenditure decrease over 2 years
Definition

Expenditure incurred in vain and could have been avoided if reasonable steps had been
taken. No value for money!

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure incurred by entities in portfolio
Fruitless
and wasteful
expenditure

R0

2019-20

R59 760

2018-19

Previous year fruitless and wasteful
expenditure reported for investigation

Nature of the fruitless and wasteful expenditure
• For the current year there was no fruitless and
wasteful expenditure incurred for the portfolio.
• BSA: Did not investigate fruitless and wasteful
expenditure incurred in prior year.

33%
BSA

33%
BSA

33%
SAIDS

33%
SAIDS

2019-20

2018-19

Investigated

Not investigated
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Irregular expenditure increase over 2 years
Definition

Expenditure incurred in contravention of key legislation; goods delivered but prescribed
processes not followed

Irregular expenditure incurred by entities in portfolio

Irregular
Expenditure

R2 536 220

•

Significant regression in the current year.
Irregular expenditure has more than doubled
when compared with the prior year

R618 237

2019-20

2018-19

Nature of irregular expenditure
• SAIDS: R 1 422 000 majority caused by services
procured without proper competitive process and
contracts awarded to suppliers whose tax matters
were not confirmed to be in order.
• BSA: R1 114 220 is as a result of the required
number of quotations not being obtained for the
boxing awards transactions.

Previous year irregular expenditure reported
for investigation

33%
BSA

33%
BSA

33%
SAIDS

33%
SAIDS

2019-20

2018-19

Investigated

Not investigated
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Supply chain management
Regression in SCM compliance. SAIDS
regressed with material findings and BSA
remained unchanged.
All SCM findings should be investigated

33%
SRSA
67%
SRSA
SAIDS

Most common findings on supply
chain management
•

Declaration of interests not
submitted by bidders at one
auditee. (SAIDS)

•

Supplier tax matters not declared
at one auditee. (SAIDS)

•

Uncompetitive and unfair
procurement processes at two
auditee. (BSA & SAIDS)

•

Bid adjudication committee not
composed in line with policies at
one auditee. (SAIDS)

With no findings

With findings

67%
BSA
33%
BSA

2019-20

2018-19

With material findings 19
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Fraud and lack of consequences
Allegations of financial and/or fraud
and SCM misconduct (3 auditees)

33% BSA

Allegations not
investigated

33% BSA

Investigations
took longer than
three months

0%

Allegations not
properly
investigated

0%

2019-20

0%

0%
2018-19

• BSA: Compliance with legislation on consequence management could not be confirmed because
proper and complete records that were not maintained as evidence to support investigations into
irregular and fruitless expenditure for majority of the prior year instances.
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Portfolio snapshot (2019-20)

Clean audits: 33%
(SRSA)
(2018-19: 67%)(SRSA &
SAIDS)

Financially
unqualified financial
statements: 100%
(2018-19: 100%)

No findings on performance
reports: 100%
(2018-19: 67%) (SRSA &
SAIDS)

No findings on compliance
with legislation: 33% (SRSA)
(2018-19: 67%) (SRSA &
SAIDS)

Irregular expenditure:
R2 536 220 (BSA and
SAIDS)
(2018-19: R618
237)(BSA and SAIDS)
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Root causes

Slow or No
response
to improving
key controls and
addressing risk
areas

BSA

Key officials lack
appropriate SCM
competencies

SAIDS

Management (accounting authority and senior
management), the political leadership do not respond with
the required urgency to our messages about addressing risks
and improving internal controls.

Management did not have the correct understanding and
incorrectly interpreted the requirements of treasury
regulations and preferential procurement policy framework.
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Recommendations
To department and its entities
•

The audit action plans for the department and its entities should be implemented and
monitored to ensure continued audit outcomes improvement in the portfolio.

•

SAIDS requires a re-enforcement of regulations via workshops and constant update of
policies to align with changes in legislation.

•

Consequence management should be implemented by BSA. Investigations into irregular
and fruitless expenditure should be performed and proper records be kept and appropriate
actions be taken.

To the portfolio committee
•

The portfolio committee (PC) should request management to provide feedback on the
implementation and progress of the audit action plans to ensure further improvement in the
audit outcomes of the portfolio.

•

The PC should monitor implementation of recommendations to the department and entities
above.
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Preventative controls
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Why these guides
• Enable oversight structures to assess whether the most important preventive

controls are implemented by institutions to address their main areas of risks.
This will assist oversight structures to diagnose weaknesses in preventative
mechanisms and focus their oversight efforts on obtaining assurance from
the executive authority and the accounting officer or authority that those

weaknesses are being effectively addressed in accordance with their
legislated obligations.
• Enable the accounting officer or authority and the executive authority to

effectively address the assurance needs of oversight structures pertaining to
preventative controls.
• Create general awareness of the role of the accounting officer or authority

and their legislated obligations towards good financial and performance
management in their institutions.
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What is included in the guides for each control
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Stay in touch with the AGSA
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